VINCENT FECTEAU NEW WORK

V I N C E N T F E C T E A U IS A San Francisco-based artist known for small, emphatically original
works that grapple w i t h the most fundamental aspects o f form: shape, volume, scale,
material, and color. His present output—at once conceptual, abstract, and highly personal—
consists o f tabletop-size sculptures made o f p a p i e r - m â c h é and acrylic paint. This focus
exhibition at the A r t Institute o f Chicago premieres eight new objects, a body o f work that
consumed the artists near-constant attention for almost two years. Each piece is a mass o f
contiguous undulating planes, labyrinthine ramps and folds, and organic interior pockets
painted w i t h one, two, or three colors o f peculiar shades o f red, yellow, blue, purple, green,
and orange, sometimes defined against sections o f black or white. The sculptures are among
the artist's most vivid and spatially complex achievements to date.

Much o f Fecteau's previous work contains elements of collage. Initially, the artist borrowed
found images from popular culture, such as photographs from magazine advertisements, and
incorporated them into both two- and three-dimensional artworks. Other early sculptures,
constructed horn foamcore and balsa wood as well as papier-mâché, embrace a restricted palette
ol whites, grays, and tans (many with an ersatz aged patina) and are quirkily adorned with
craft materials like pushpins, walnut shells, aluminum foil, pinecones, seashells, rubber bands,
strings o f rope or trim, twigs, a burlap bow, and popsicle sticks. In the last few years, Fecteau
has abandoned collage in favor of working exclusively with acrylic paint over papier-mâché.
The pliable properties of papier-mâché, which the artist described as "amazinglv sensitive," and
"able to make anv curve imaginable," allow Fecteau to produce increasingly intricate forms.
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Early and recent sculptures alike have been repeatedly discussed in relation to models, ma
quettes, or architectural studies. Considering his practice today, such comparisons are arguably
no longer useful or even fully accurate. The artist explained:

Growing up I thought I wanted to be an architect. My early work was made from foamcore and
related, in some ways, to architectural models. 1 really liked the idea that something could suggest
more than what it was, physically or conceptually. These days, the work is decidedly sculptural and
I don't think of the pieces as models, although I'm sure people see all kinds of references including
architectural ones.
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To be sure, the present wotks have neither the provisional not referential qualities of a model,
nor are they surrogates awaiting fulfillment in anothet arena or discipline. Quite the conttary,
they are willfully independent objects with a magical presence all their own that only tangentiallv (if knowingly) suggests a relationship to architecture, design, or even modernist
sculptural precedents. They are also the artist's largest creations to date (each measures almost
two square feet), which undetscores his increased interest in producing works that are not
"a stand-in fot something else."
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Fecteau's creative process is solitary and slow and depends upon meticulous, obsessive labot—
shaped equally by a serious, thoughtful rigot and a playful sense of experimentation and
improvisation. Each o f the new sculptures began with a straightforward papier-mâché casting
of an inflated beach ball with a diametet of approximately three feet. Fecteau then transformed
the spherical mold over several weeks by crushing it, cutting it, and attaching additional bal
loons and other inflatable forms, which he covered with more mâché before applying a thick
layer of gesso to the entire structure. This stark white coating allowed the artist to see the
form clearlv, to perceive it as a whole, and to imagine its sculptural possibilities. Fecteau
then continued to modify the sculpture through futther acts of subtraction, addition, and suc
cessive coats of different colot acrylic paints. The attist's painstaking editing procedure—best
described in proverbial retins as "two steps forward, one step back'—means that the making of
each work entails repeated acts of erasure, defacement, desttuction, and reconstruction.

Importantly, however, each object is an entirely integral, holistic form—not an assemblage
of discrete parts. Although Fecteau's novel use of the beach ball inevitably informs the curvi
linear properties of the finished sculptutes, the original mold can no longer be discerned;
in some cases, in fact, thete may be nothing, or next to nothing, left o f the point of
departure. Months, and sometimes years, of cutting, adding, and painting have transformed
them into new entities. This is, in part, what is remarkable about Fecteau's curious process:
he struggles tigiiiiisl a controlling form as a wav to arrive at a unique and unpredictable
sculptural itetation.

Fecteau does not work from sketches and has no pteordained sense o f the fotmal resolution
of any particular sculptute when he begins. His actions are entirely guided by intuitive trial
and error and endlessly nuanced bv a highlv refined, perfectionist sensitivity to purely plastic
matters. Notably, Fecteau develops each project by tending to all the sculptures simultane
ously: they start and finish as a group. In one sense, this is strictly a practical consideration:
each alteration, with p a p i e r - m â c h é or paint, requires time to dry before it can be considered
anew. More importantly, this method allows Fecteau to think through a group of sculptutes in
concert, allowing each piece in progress to play off of and respond to the others: "Through
out the process, ideas that fotmed with one sculpture will often end up being used for
another. Colors and textutes switch and move around until they find their match. So they
have an inhetent relationship, kind of like siblings. "
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The use of strong color is telatively new in Fecteau's oeuvte. Each work is covered with
multiple layers ot paint before the attist decides on one ot mote specific, saturated hues.
The choices ate odd, unsettling, close to something known, but somehow otf-kev so as
to avoid any potentially obvious associative teletences. Fecteau's application o f color does
not elucidate ot clarify the l o t m ; on the conttary, it is intended to intettupt, even
complicate, a viewer's ability to comprehend the whole. I n previous works, the addition of
collage elements ptovides supplementary meanings and distractions, mediating the viewer's
approach to the underlying object. In the present sculptures, color replaces collage as
a way to compromise the visual integrity of the shape.' Fecteau's employment of color
challenges perception, as areas—alternately convex ot concave—are foregrounded or
de-emphasized depending on the ways in which color articulates or modifies the space.
The artist also utilized a variety of faux finishes, including scumbled, scruff)' textures,
made mostly w i t h blacks, which alternately suggest shadow, dirt, aging, ot even actual
damage. Small impetfections that speak to process—paste drips, paint flecks, chips—
remain on certain works. Importantly, these effects preclude the objects from being read
as pristine ot ptecious.

Displayed here separately on simple pedestals, Fecteau's sculptures change radically when
circumnavigated. W i t h Fecteau's wotk, any single perspective generally obfuscates—or
intentionally contradicts viewer's expectations of—the unseen portions. In their phenom-

etiological complexity, these pieces refuse to be apprehended in a single glance, a property that
serves one of the artist's central concerns:

For me, arr making is really about trying to communicate things that resist communication: the
most subtle and profound aspects o f our psyches. O f course, in reality I'm just worrying a bunch
of p a p i e r - m â c h é and paint. Failure, impossibility are built in. I think the disjunction between
the aspiration for true communication and the physical limitation of material (the possible) is
incredibly beautiful.''

Vincent Fecteau's extraordinary achievement is to bting into the wotld impossible, almost
absurd, surely inimitable objects that feel at once completely, startlingly new and, at the same
time, weirdly familiar, even inevitable. Few artists have made such deceptively modest and
idiosynctatic work so assured, involuted, and ttansfotmative.
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